
TUSCANY 
Tuscany is a region in central Italy and is situated

on the Ligurian and Tyrrhenian seas. Everyone
comes to Tuscany for a different reason. Some

people are looking for inspiration in works of art
and architecture. Some of them come there to enjoy
great food and wine. And others come to Tuscany to
enjoy the beautiful views and to relax. Everyone will
find there something for themselves. There is a lot
to see and do in Tuscany, so I would like to show

you a few places worth seeing.



Florence is a city located in Tuscany, Italy.
Once the capital city of Italy, now only of
Tuscany. The city was once famous for its

wealth, culture and atmosphere. Nowadays it
attracts tourists with its beautiful, old

monuments. In Florence you can see among
others Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore,
Uffizi Gallery, Ponte Vecchio and Palazzo

Vecchio.

Florence



Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore is the most famous
building in Florence. Cathedral is made in Gothic style
and is all made of marble. The dome of the cathedral

was built with 4 million bricks that weigh 40 000
tonne. Inside you can see frescos on the ceiling and

walls and various paintings.

Cathedral of
Santa Maria

del Fiore

The Uffizi Gallery is one of the
oldest museums in Europe. It is

located near Piazza della Signoria
in Florence. The museum
features paintings by such

painters as Sandro Botticelli,
Leonardo da Vinci and

Caravaggio.

Uffizi
Gallery



The Ponte Vecchio is the oldest of
Florence's bridges, over the Arno

River. Previously, in its place
there was a wooden bridge and

two others but they were
destroyed during the flood and

only this one survived.

Palazzo Vecchio is the
former seat of the city
council of Florence, in

Piazza della Signoria. This
building is adorned with a

tower that is 94 meters with
an observation deck that is
open to tourists. It has got a

variety of paintings and
sculptures. The building was
supposed to has frescoes by
Michelangelo and Leonardo

da Vinci, but this did not
happen.
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Pisa
Pisa is a city located in Tuscany,
Italy. There you can see the most

famous square in Pisa, the
Campo dei Miracoli, which
includes the cathedral, the
Baptistery, the bell tower
(Leaning Tower) and the

cemetery.



The Leaning Tower of Pisa
is one of the most famous

structures in the entire
world. It is visited by about
10 million tourists annually.
In 1987 it was inscribed on

the UNESCO World Heritage
List. It is interesting to note
that the tower has already

begun to tilt since its
construction.

Leaning Tower
of Pisa

The Cathedral of Pisa is a
Roman Catholic church that is

considered a masterpiece of
the Romanesque style in Italy.

Together with the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, it was inscribed

on the UNESCO World Heritage
List in 1987.

Cathedral of
Pisa



Siena

Siena is a city located
in Tuscany, Italy. The
city is best known for
its beautiful cathedral

and main square
where horse races are
often held. It is a very

popular place for
tourists.



Piazza del Campo is the main square in Siena. It is
made of red bricksand has a semicircular shape.
Horse races are often held on it. It is a popular

place for tourists especially during races.

Piazza del
Campo
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